
Amicorp’s core business is the provision of global outsourced fiduciary 
services. More than half of the top 10 global private banks, asset 
managers, family offices and independent financial advisors choose 
Amicorp as their preferred services provider because of our global 
coverage, breadth of proposition, scalable platform and specialist 
knowledge of jurisdictions and products, across more than 40 offices 
in over 30 countries. Our aim is to become your strategic partner of 
choice in delivering Amicorp’s full suite of fiduciary services to you and 
your clients.

Of increasing importance is our provision of FATCA (“Foreign Account 
Tax Compliance Act”) services. There are a number of implications 
arising from these regulatory developments that directly affect your 
corporate and fiduciary structures. Amicorp can help you and your 
clients meet the challenges with respect to FATCA, the new Common 
Reporting Standards and global tax transparency.  

BACKGROUND

The Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) became effective 
on July 1, 2014. FATCA is US legislation designed to prevent tax 
evasion by US persons through the use of offshore accounts directly 
or via offshore investment vehicles.  The US Government concluded 
Intergovernmental Agreements (“IGAs”) with many partner countries 
to effectively implement FATCA in their local jurisdictions. 

FATCA and IGAs require non-US entities classified as Foreign 
Financial Institutions (FFIs) to register with the US Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS), to perform due diligence to identify US accounts and 
report certain information about these US account holders to the IRS, 
either directly or through the home country tax authority. They also 
require passive Non-Financial Foreign Entities (NFFEs) to disclose 
the identity of their substantial (or controlling) US owners to their 
banking institutions where they hold a financial account. Failure to do 
so may cause the imposition of a penalty of 30% withholding on 
certain US source payments made to non-participating FFIs and to 
recalcitrant account holders who refuse to comply with FATCA. In IGA 
countries non-compliance may be in violation of the respective local 
law. FATCA does not just affect US persons, it has a much broader 

application. FATCA compliance and eventual penalties also affects 
entities held by non-US person.

YOUR CHALLENGES

You may have a portfolio of clients, perhaps in Latin America or Asia, 
who are holding non-US entities with investment accounts either 
maintained with US banks or non-US banks, which under FATCA or 
IGAs may have to be analyzed per each case. Your non-US clients 
also have to anticipate the increasing trend of automatic exchange of 
information between tax authorities. They have to ensure that their 
investment structure meets the required disclosures in the country 
where the client is tax resident. Thus ensure not only that the entities 
are compliant to FATCA requirements, but also compliant to their local 
countries’ tax disclosure regulations.

This impacts not only mutual funds and trusts with corporate trustees, 
but also many offshore Private Investment Companies (PICs) with a 
discretionary mandate granted to investment managers, which are to 
be classified as FFI-Investment Entities. FATCA regulations and 
guidance on the IGAs indicate that PICs which have an investment 
account without such a mandate may also have to be classified as 
FFI-Investment Entities as well.

SCOPE OF FATCA SERVICES OFFERED

As one of the largest global service providers, Amicorp is well 
positioned to provide FATCA services and compliance solutions as we 
continue to maintain vigilant tracking of FATCA regulations, recent 
IGA entries and current industry standards.

In response to the challenges, our experienced and well-connected 
professionals comprised of lawyers, accountants and former bankers 
and financial advisors have built customized solutions for financial 
institutions to efficiently comply with FATCA regulations and to 
prepare for the new Common Reporting Standards. These FATCA 
services and solutions are primarily focusing on trusts, foundations, 
private investment companies, mutual funds and private equity funds.
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Amicorp assists you with:

• Navigation through the complex regulations of FATCA and IGAs and related IGA guidance to determine entity classification;
• Complying with verification and due diligence procedures to identify whether an account is maintained directly or indirectly by a US Person;
• Linking accounts of a US taxpayer across branches, subsidiaries and business units;
• Implementation of new client on-boarding systems to collect required information about new customers;
• Annual reporting of certain information of US reportable accounts, non-participating FFIs and/or recalcitrant account holders; and
• Updating for changing circumstances the status of all FFIs, NFFEs and financial account holders.
• Preparing the forms W-8BEN-E and similar forms as may be requested by banks to establish the FATCA status

Below is a graphical representation of Amicorp’s FATCA Services which include but are not limited to classification, sponsorship and registration 
of your entitites: 
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Disclaimer:
This memorandum is intended for informational purposes only and does not constitute tax, legal 
or professional advice. Nothing herein is to be considered as creating a service provider-client 
relationship between the recipient and Amicorp. Recipients should not act or rely on any 
information contained in this memorandum without seeking appropriate legal, tax, or other 
professional advice on the particular facts and circumstances at issue. The information is “AS IS” 
and Amicorp makes no express or implied representations or warranties or guarantee the 
completeness, accuracy or timeliness of this information. Your use of this information is at your 
own risk and responsibility.
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For more information on our FATCA Services, please contact your Account Manager, Sales Manager of your closest Amicorp office.
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In addition to these FATCA services, Amicorp can support your clients with implementing solutions to anticipate global tax transparency and 
support your entities to prepare for the compliance under the Common Reporting Standards that will be introduced globally as of 2016.


